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ACCELERATOR-EASED SY!WEMS FOR PLUTONIUM DESTRU~ON AND
NUCLEAR WASIE TRANSMUTATION

E D. Arthur

Los Ahmos National Labomtq
LOS Alamos, New Mexico 87545

ABSTIUCT

Accelerator-base systems are described that can eliminate long-lived nuclear
materials. The impact of these systems on global issues relating to plutonium
minimization and nuclear waste disposal can be significant. An overview of the
components that comprise these systems is given, along with discussion of
technology development status and needs. A technology development plan is
presented with emphasis on first steps that would demonstrate technical
perfixmancel

INTRODUCTION

The accelerator-baseJ systems discussed in this paper are a new approach to
elimination of long-lived radionuclides (actinides and long-lived fission products). These
long-lived species are directly linked to nuclear material and nuclear waste related problems
of worldwlde interest today -- surplus weapons plutonium from retired weapons, larger
inventories of plutonium in reactor spent he], and the general problem of the long-term
disposal of high-level waste (HLW) from defense and commercial sectors.

Accelerator-based systems” under investigation at Los Alamos National Laboratory
consist of an accelerator-driv~ subcritical nuclear system which uses a fluid tier for the
nuclear fhel, This system and its impact on a number of problem areas are the fbcus of F.s
paper, The paper also discusses the principal technology and components of the system
as well as system development and demonstration.

● II-R WXImUX.M sysmns dscuswd km amnamedAcderaor Bssal Cmvasion (ABC) ml Acduwx
Transmutmlond Waste(ATW). BothempIoy near-idenfld kdmobgies. ‘he primary dlff~ & that
iiilc refers LOsysmmssdtnedat plu@nium destructionwhile ATWrcfemto system alnwdat be mm gemeanl
appku.lon of transmutationc ! nuclearwaste,
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OVERVIEW OF ABUATW SYSTEM COMPONENTS

Figure 1 provides an overview of major components of ABC/A’IW systems. More
information concerning them and their performance is contained in a later section. In
ABC/ATW systems a particle accelemtor opemting at an energy around 1000 McV
produces a high-intensity beam of protons.l’heaeprotons are directed into a heavy metal
target (e. g. lead) where up to 30 natrons can be produced per 1000 MeV proton.
Neutrons produced from this same are moderated to thermal energka and multiplied in
subcritical blankets. IUch blanket cansists Orgraphite to modmt? rmtrcms and a fluid &l,
molten sal~ thr.tt contains actinides and other materials to be destroyed. As will be
discussed later, an ABC/A’IW system will generate large amounts oftmrmai energy (up to
sweral thousand megawatts) in the process ofactinide destruction via him. Elecbicity is
produced by conversion of this thermal power via conventional means. About fifteen
percent to twenty percent is used to power the accckraton the rest is available for the
commercial grid. The use of the molten salt fuel form allows high thermal to eletic
convers! --2 efficiencies (in the range of forty-four percent), so that the net efficiency for
power conversion of the system (after power is provided for the accelerator) is greater than
thirty-five percent. (Current reactors have similar effkkncies for conversion of thermal
power into electricity.) The sys!em also contains components used in the cleanup of the
fuel and for preparation of materials arising from the feed of spent nuclear fuel into the
system. Fuel cleanup is key to achievirig the large d~truction (factors of 100 to 1000) of
long-lived radionuclides. From the fhel cleanup prcxess high-level wastes (fission products
and lanthanioe~) are extracted, most of which could be stored in engineered facilities for
periods long enough to let the radioactivity decay (on *Jc order of several hundred years) to
low levels. Relatively small amounts of long-lived materials would be Iefi (depending upon
the overall efficiency of operation of the system and choices of materials to be transmuted).
These could be stored in a repository environment or in optimized disposal forms. Finally,
low-level waste would result from the transmutation of long-lived fission products into
stable by-products.

IMPACTS OF MATERIAL DESTRUCTION SYSTEMS

The ABC/ATW system capabi” -y to destroy key long-lived radionuclides directly
impacts:

● the area of global plutonium contro! and minimization, including both weapons and
spent nuclear fiel sources, and

● the long-term disposal of HLW from defense and commercial nuclear reactor operation.

There has been recent attention to the issue of plutonium disposition, primarily that
from weapons sources. However, as pointed out in recent studies such as the National
Academy of Sciences (NAS) study ~on Pu disposition, weapons-return Pu makes up about
ten percent of the world’s total inventory of Pu. Figure 2 illustrates the growth of
worldwide Pu inventories as a function of fuel bumup levels in present light water reactors
as well as that appropriate for future operation. Even under the conservative assumptions
of the analysisz used to generate this datg large inventories of Pu would be present in the
world over the next 50 years, This situation has led to some level of conceml~3 because of
sigl~ificant issues of world rearmament and proliferation that could result from the recwery
and malicious use of this plutonium, Even though most is in spent fbel assemblies, it can be
straightforwardly extracted, Analyses such as that of Ref. 4 illustrate there is little
difference in the capability to make a nuclear explo?ive between weapons gmde (93V0Z%h,
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4% L-) plut~iu~ ~d ~ ~ (65% M- ~% ~~ w ~~1~ 5% ‘*2Pu)

materials.
With this rk in plutcmiuminvmtmi~ it is naturalto aakwhat can be d- to reduce

or minimize them. Figure 2 ak illuatmtes the perf~ of three mwkr aystans - light
water mctm Withkel rqxocesting ● f- Cwu- Comer&rmactmwithfbel nsqckand
an accelmtor-based system. For the first mmral decades aIl aystemtsrwa’se the growth
trend and reduce Pu inventork dcnvnto ~ptic values. For both macta ~stems this
limit is still 2000 tonnes-a remit of the 1- invattmi-ofntataial ticdupinthereacUx
and its associated MS handling and -rig. The ABC/A’IW system requires a much
smaller inventay of materiaJ to achieve the quired level of bum. This leads to
signifkadv smaller residual kvds ofplutmium thanthe two d= nuckr 8y9tms used in
this compuison. In additi~ the ABCYAW qstan allowss burndown mode where the
accelerator Scmrceof nsutrcms can be used to rake fkth~ the remaining plutonium
inventorkl in the system.

FW the special case of wupona plutmtium an ABC @em achkm bumup levels
much beycmd the ‘spent fbel standard”identified by the NAS rqwt. Burnup Icvds of
ninety pertest for all plutonium irotopes and ninety eight Percet# fm 23%%can be
achwved without need for &l =~cie. With the acccleratordriva, fluid &l system, a
burnout mode6 is possible that uses high+nriched uranium to bum up all plutonium
isotopes to 99’?!oand 23% to a level of 99.99’?A. The ~ting mixture is primarily made
Up of 238Pu and 24% which have extremdv unattradve pro@iaI in temts ofh~ loads
and fission cross sections respectivelfl.

The accelerator-bad system can also addms a numberofkq issues associated witl.
repository storage by removing long-lived actinides and fission products. A number of
wcent analyses’~s have fmsed on heat load effects that wcndd be present at e pemtanent
disposal site such as Yucca Mountain. The presence of the acthidea tames the heat load of
the repository to increase with time as illustrated in Figure 3. This leads to coilditions of
thermal ins;abihty and cycling. This situation changes the character of the reposito~
significantly. The usual picture of a geologically stable disposal environment would be
rcp!aced with a complex therrnallydriven system characterized by thermal cycling,
moisture recondensation, etc. that would occur over periods of thcnxuutds ofyeam.

The presence of large amounts of spat W am! other nuclear matahls in a repository
ran lead to iswes associated with prolifmtion and mataials critkdity. The 60,000 metric
tonnes of spent fuel destined for repository storage at Yucca Mountain wadd contain over
500 tonnes of plutonium, Simiiar scale repositories would be required in other parts of the
world. This material presence could lead to the situation of a number of “plutonium
mines”, dispersed throughout the wxld, which could be attractive to future generations and
which could lead to tiorts to recover plutonium from them.

The presence of significant amounts of highly fkile materials such as weapons-
retum plutonium and high-enriched uranium (HEU) in a repository also leads to significi nt
critictdity concerns. Most radionuclides present in a repository will decay to stable end
products over time. In contrasg fissile materialq principally 23%J md 2%J (which decays
to x’~LJ)remain concerns for time periods longer than the 13%J half life (700 million years).
Recent studies9~l@have indicsted that loadings of HEU andb Pu could be on the order of
less than a kilogram per waste container. For materials such as SIJrplusplutonium, disposed
of in this fashion, the requirements for disposal canisters cmdd be on the order of 50,000
canisters. At a canister cost of S0,5 to $1M esch, totaldisposal costs could be on the order
of tens of billions of dollars. IXsposal of HEU and weapons-return plutonium may require
almost half of the proposed space at Yucca Mountain9. Closer packings, with more
mawrial per waste package, would be less expensivq but in the case of emiched materialq
could present criticality hazards.
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bt assessmentsof the amcnmtof matefhhrequiringem ~ (in
additionto spent fbds and vitrifial waWe) indicate that the

F
-m p may

be oversubsaibed. oak Ridge NatiaMI bkatory tiySU indicate that qecid nudar
materials such as weapons ~ HEU, ~ reactor fiael~ etc. can require dmtantial
ammnts of repository space. TIM oversubscriptim may be as high as a tmacttxof two.
These analyses also tiIrm tlmt actinide removal fkcxnthe fcpositcry via t ltion
cadd incnase capacitksasmuche sdktoroffive.7s

In ddition to actitides, uther Imtg-lived fadimtuclitia spdkally fisaicm procbts
such as technetium, iodinel 29, and cedum135 can be ai@kant contribute’s to the dose
released ●t a repository bolmdary. In ● - assessmmt of the impaa of actinide and
fission pruduci transmutationm waste repodtory peffbrmam= Pigfbmlll fdthat -e
long-lived fission products were much mcwesi~ficant dcme-lmtoK to release to tk
biosphere thanthe majoracihkks. - tits wuw Iwgely bad m the high adubilities
of the these long-lived fissicm products with respect to the mctinidea. Pigfcnxldefined the
“relative dose index” parameter ass measure of the dose rate of ● mkased radkmuclide
species rdative to thatof the dominantlong-lived fission pmductaspecies *c. (The dose
rate was taken at the repository boundary fm diffting Scuuria for water travel times.)
This parameter accounts for bti decay and so@on cm rock as the -es migrate k
the repository and thus is a fhncticm of the water tmvd time to the biosphere bamdary.
The rdative dose index val- ~ted by Pigf&d are shown in Figure 4. N* that except

fw lag water travel rim-, the kmg-lival fission @ucts 1~ and 135Cs are Iqer release
dose ccmtrhutors than any of the nmjcmactitides.

i he xtinide solubilitiea used by Pigfbrd were those of acdnide metals; however,
recent Yuca Mamtak performance asseasmentsl 2 recognize that the oxide solubilities are
the rekvant values. This difference in solubilities i? significant as shown in Table 1. These
values me from 103 to 105 larger than those use by Pigfkxd. If Pigford’s methdobgy is
modified for these more recent actinide solubilities, the actinidea become larger contributors
to the repository release dose, but the long-lived fission products can still represent
significant contributors. Thus if transmutation is to effect significant reductions in the
repository release dose, the transmutation stratqgy must include the long-lived fission
@kts,-in addition to the actinides.

Table 1- Actinide Solubi!ities (mokdiiter) Assumed fm Repository Assessments

kk!slhl 1V*

uranium 10-7.7 104.5

Neptunium K@ IO-4
Plulcmium 10-12.4 10-7

Anmricilml ]0-8.2 l(y7

CHOICE OF TRANSMUTATION SYSTEM PARAMETERS

The issues discussed associated with long-term storage above can be largely remedied
through elimination of these materials through transmutation. With such an objective in
mind, what are desirable features and attributes that wadd be required in n transmutation
system. How do these requirements re!ate to choices made fix accelerator-based systems?
An ovewiew of three important requirements is provided in Table 2 where their importmce
in systems aimed at several nuclear materials destruction applications is given.
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Table 2- Opemticmal Rec@wn~ fm Accel~-SP Applicatiam ad
System bnponents That Mm Meeting Than

weqJomAl

-m

Lolg-Livd w-
T ‘“-

S8fety and Coot.rol

mdm

All applications that are discussed here require muimal kels of safety and ccnnml.
The use of a particle accelerator to provide subcritical operatkm provides an important
degree of reactivity control in systems where nuclear parameters (delayal neutrwn fkti~
wmperatwdependent cross secticm behavkx) are n~ as f-orable as in ckher systems that
bum, for example, primarily uranium. The degree of subcritkality can be defined at kvels
where reactivity effkcts canmx lead to umxmtrolkl criticality emxskms.

Neutron Economy

Systemsthat aim at destruction of materials require enhmd neutrcm economy in
order to deal with species that are un.redve in the nuclear sense. For applicatkms to global
plutonium management enhanced neutroneconomy enables burning of thrdold-fissioner
plutonium isotopes (240S~42Fu) as well higher actinides that build in during operation. For
the long-lived w~e transmutation system, the accelerator provides the neutron same that
transmutes the long-lived fission products discussed later. For both applications, the
accelerator-based neutron source and the fluid fuel (which permits rapid removal of neutron
poisons) both contribute to medng this requirement.

Fuel Cleanup

In systems aimed at globol plutonium desbuction and long-lived waste transmutation,
multiple passes of feed material through the system’s neutron environment are required to
achieve large bumup values. High bumup introduces significant quantities of neutron
poisons into the fuel which must be removed. The liquid fuel medium permits
straightforward fuel cleanup needed to achieve large reducticn factors of plutonium
inventories (reduction factors of 100 to 1000). The accelerator again provides a subcr%cal
operational environment that provities robustness required for a liquid fhel system
containing variable fissile material feed and in-mntay isotopics.

In addition to choices aimed at sabsfiing these requirements, the ABC/ATW system
uses Iow-enwgy neutrons for transmutation. The nuclear cross sections fa thermal-neutron
induccd transm~caticm are one to two orders of magnitude greater than quivalent cross
sections a: higher energies associated with fast neutrons of the type used in breeder
reactors. The much higher cross section means that inventories of materials occting in the
system can be an order of magnitude smaller than other fast neutron systems, providing that
neutron flux Ieiels remain at Iwels on the order of 3 to 5 X 1014 n/cm2/sec.

Page 5



COMRWENTS OF ABCYATWSYSI’EMS

Fiqre 1 providd ● gaL4 induction to the componaNs of ABC/ATW qstans.
This seclicat pwides mwe dcada ccmcmti * tkm.

Figure 5 illudratea the particle ~eratcr M wadd be employed. Tlta accderator
cmsists primalily (f radi~- Mxelersri(mIndUle A! t& 1~ d of
ti~~,mia~isti~~tiirntib~w~ ituptosn
energy of O.075 MeV. It tk ~ a radi~ qdrupole fbr tisrtkr scceieratkm
More importamly this cunponat is key to properly detine b beam’s spatial, mau entum,
and divergence chmXeristks. The radiofquenq quadrqde iss Russim inventkm that
allows replacement of large d~ “& smiats (a Ctiuaft-Waltm d ~c
accderata) with a more cunpact and cf6aent device. MU leaving the mdidrqency
q~tiekis-- inwo~titi~ ti~-ati-ti
limdah@~@dli--~~am~_~MeV. A“scrq&deviceis
used to remove unwanted ‘tails” in the km spatial distribution bcfixe introdwtion into
the main part of the accderator which consists ofccnrplal-csvity structures. The removal
of such tails is aimed at minimizing the activation of the high+wrgy portion of the
accelerator so that rem* maintamnce can be avoided. Once in the cm@al-cavity Ii-
the beam is accelerated up to its maximum desired energy where it is then available fcw
transport to a number of targethlsnket structures. A series of magnets are used fa such
transpcm. They also shape the beam’s spatial distribution before its interaction with the
target.

TIM beam current appropriate for an ABC/A’TW is around IMl milliamperes, so that
for a beam energy of 800 MeV, the total beam power is 80 megawatts. Hi@power linear
accelerator effkiencies are predicted to be in the range of forty-five percent so that the total
electricity required to power the accelerator is approximately 180 mqpwatts.

The accelerate described here is based upon substantial dmelopment in high-power
Iinac technology made under the Strategic Defense Initislive. As a result, representative
portions of the accelerator that accelerate the beam up to energies of several tens of MeV
have been demonstrated individually at ~resentative performance levds. The main section
of the accelerator, the coupled-cavity linac, was developed for use at the Los Alamos
Meson Physics Facility (LAMPF) where such devices have succedhlly accelerated high-
peak ~wer beams over the past twenty years. This experience base as led a number of
review committees 1J to conclude that construction of such a high-pver accderator is
feasible after creation of a lower+wrgy test stand that would demonstrate integrat~ high-
cumnt opemtion.

The next major component of the system is the targdlhn.ket shown in Figure 6. The
proton beam enters from the top where it strikes a liquid metal production target comprised
of either molten lead or the lead-bismuth eutectic. This material choice enables high neutron
production (approximate y 30 neutrond1000 MeV proton), low cross sections for the
capture of low-energy neutrons that may be scattered back into the targ~ plus the ability
to handle high-beam power in a compact geometrical configuration. Sumunding this target
is a blanket region that is made up of a moderator (graphite) that therrnalizes the neutrons
produced in the system so as to provide conditions where nuclear transmutation cross
sections are maximized. The fuel containing the actinides (plutonium, neptunium,
americium, curium) to be fissioned !s a fluoride-based molten salt - LiF-BeFz (denoted as
FLIBE). This fuel canier form was demonstrated in the extensive Oak Ridge National
Laboratory 14program of the 1960’s and 1970’s. This fuel salt was chosen because of its
neutronics character sties (low neutron absorption) and attractive physical characteristics
such as high-temperature, low-pressure operation. These latter properties permit high
e~ciency operation without the high coolant pressures characteristic of current reactors
Page 6
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strength multiplication parameter, ~ is less than one (A value of 1 must be maintained in
a reactor to assure that criticality, and thus cxmditions of self-sustaining fission reactions,
occur.) In ABC/ATW systems ~ valuea are in the range of O.90 to O.%. This ~ range
means that the neutron source strength is multiplied by factors d“ ten to twenty five and
depends upon the types of materials to be destroyed or transmuted in the system.
Reference 15 provides more discussicm cmthe chace of~ b pempectivea ofsafkty and
control, the ability to transmute long-lived fission products, and impacts on operational
characteristicsof the system. One targdblanket module wa.dd operate at a thermal power
in the range of 500 to 700 megawatts. This range is chosen to allow passive cooling of the
blanket in a fashion similar to that employed in reactors such as the Modular Helium
Reactor16. This approach would also allow factory construction of the modules with the
result that system costs could be lowered as a result of standardization and asacmbly-line
construction methods. A number of such modules would be grouped together as “building
blocks” so as to optimize the overall economics of the accelerator based system. A
reasonable system size would be in the range of 3000 MWt which would mean that fbur to
six modules could be driven by one accelerator supplying less than 100 milliamperes of
beam current. Because of the high thermal-to-electric mnversion ef%ien~ provided by the
salt (4AWO) and the high accelerator effkiency (450/0),the net electric output horn such an
ABC/ATW installation is expectd to be over 1000 megawatts.

The operation of such a fiicility could handle the waste actinide and key lon@ived
fission product discharge of four 1000 MWc light water reac!ors (LWR) assuming a LWR
fuel bumup of 33,000 megawatt days per ton of uranium metzl. If the buinup were high
(55,000 MWd/ton) then the discharge from approximately 6 l,WRS could be supported by
one ABC/ATW system.

In additicn to the target moderator, and fuel, the targtilrudcet system contains a
number of other components. These include pumps required for fiel flow into the nuclear
reaction region, heat exchangers to remove heat produced during fission, and a gas system to
remove VOIstiles during operation. Also associated with each target.blanket module (or
groupings of modules) would be components equivalent to tlmse occurring in other nuclear
systems, These include a multiple system of barriers to preveri! radionuclide release under
accident conditions and a steam system to power generators to produce electricity, In
addition to components that are analogs to those Occurnng in current nuclear systems, the
ABC/ATW targethlanket modules would have components needed for introduction of fuel,
for the hold-up of volatiles (to allow their decay), and for the storage and drainage of the
fuel salt. Finally, mmponents would be needed to link the targdblanket system with the
fuel salt cleanup system which is described next.

In order to achieve high material bumup in any nuclear system, neutron poisons must
be removed duiing operation. These poisons dominate the eventual performance of any
nuclear system where high material bumup is an objective. In the case of a solid-fueled
system, fuel must be removed, reprocessed, and reconstituted to achieve neutron poison
removal. Also in such systems, highdestruction levels (fuel bumup) are often achieved by
introducing large amounts of excess reactivity into the system at the beginning of the fuel
bumup cycle. This means large amounts of enriched nuclear material~ must be contained in
the sore along with significant inventories of materials which provide required control
characteristics. The choice of the liquid-fuel medium in the ABC/AllV system ensures that
removal of neutron poisons is a much more straightforward process. Large amounts of
excess reactivity is not needed. Instead, fuel can be added as operation progresses to aid in
overcoming effects from neutron poison buildup before salt cleanup is requred.

The use of the molten salt fuel provides inherent capabilities for neutron poison
removal that cannot occur in standard nuclear systems, Volatile neutron poisons such as
Page 7
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xenon and kryptonmigrate from the salt becauaethey am insoluble in it This process can
be aided through use of a gas sparge (helium) so that such vcdatiles can be removed on
timeacaleaof’s fw minutes. Llkewi~ chemical properdeaof the salt an Id to conditions
where noble and semi-noble metals will come @ tithe salt on timescales cmthe orderofa
few h-. These co .tituents can precipitatefkomthe salt in the f- ofmetah dqxnding
upon the chemical potential at which the salt is maintained during operation. During
operation of the moitcn salt reactor experiment17 at Oak Ridge during tbe 1960’s significant
fracticms of these materials collected on cdd surf- of the system in the heat exchangx.
In ABC/ATW several methods can be used to specifically collect and remove SW41materiels
from the system. These methods include filtmtiq special cold traps, and electrolytic
deposition. AgaiL the removal of theae producMcuntibutea significantly to the neutmics
performance of the system &ndcccurs naturally because of the chemistry of the fbel salt.

Removal of neutron poisons via the above methods involve promsea that are inherent
and which cm operate “on line”. They can remove up to one-half of the neutrcm poison
products created durin2 fission. The remaining requirement is the removal of residual
neutron poisons (mainly Ianthanides) and the return of the cleaned-up salt back to the
blanket system. Several generalapproachesare under investigation that would allow such
removal to take place and which do not involve the creation of sepamted streams of
actinides such as plutonium. Avoidance of the latter situation is important for proliferation
reasons. l?IC techniques needed for cleanup of the salt are similar in many respects to that
successful y developed for pyroprocessing. There, no separated actinide streams are
produced, use of reagents needed for aqueous-based processing is avoided, and the
operational scale can be smaller and cheaper than that required for curmntl y-used aqueous
processes such as PUREX.

Several methods are under investigation for residual salt cleanup. These include
distillation, precipitation,, electrochemistry, tmd use of centrifuge-base separations
Distillation techniques would be used to remove species that would be volaJle at higher salt
temperatures. The remaining fuel mixture could be ccmverted to a chloride salt where
electrochemical techniques developed and under testing at Argonne National Labomtory *8
or at Rcdnvell corporationlg could be used for the needed actinidehnthanidc separations.
Expected performance predictionslg indicate that factors often to thixty could be obtained
per separation stage.

Alternatively, use of precipitation-based methodslo could be used to sequentially
extract actinides and then Ianthanides. In this approach, conversion from a fluoride to a
chloride salt would not be required. This technique exploits differences in free energies of
formation of oxides of the materials present in the salt. Actinides would be precipitated
using a catalyst such as yttria (Y203). The actinide oxide lump (containing all actinides
present together) would then be fluorinated and returned to the salt Lantmnides would be
separated via use of a lithium metal reductan~ extracted, oxidized, and then disposed of in a
form such as @SS.

A final approach to actmidekparations involves use of molecular centrifug~~ which
would exploit mass differences b~tween heavy actinides and the lighter Ianthanides and
other fission products. A dilute salt solution would be used. Enrly analyses indicate tki

enhancements of the fission produo concentration (versus actinicies) would be on the order
of a factor of five near the outer regions of the centrifuge, A number of pamllel units,
consisting of a number of small-volume centrifuge stages, would be used to achieve required
separation levels,

Front-end preparation of spent fbel would be required befo;e introduction into the
ABC/ATW system, The first step involves removal of the fuel clad and umnium,
Pyroprocessing methods appear attractive for recove~ of an actinide “lump” for
introduction into thr transmute, A method based upon lithium reduction of reactor spent
Page 8



fuel under development at Argcmne National Lal# could be prcnnising for application to
the ABC/ATW system. This step would produce B mixtm of plutonium, americium,
neptunium (also having small levels of contamination by uranium and the Imthanides)
which would be fed into the tmnsmuter. Zircunium waste produd ccndd be recycled for
use in other nuclear systems. The recovered uranium represents the largest mass (> 90
percent)constituent in spent tie]. lt cadd be re-enriched to produce fbels used in skadvd
light-water rewtors.

Figure 7 summarizes the fuel cleanup steps associated with operation of an
ABC/ATW system.

TECHNOLOGY STATUS AND DEVELOPMENT

The ABC/ATW technology has, as its basi~ the substantial level of dwelopment and
demonstration that resulted from the molten salt breeder reactor program at Oak Ridge
National Laboratory. As a result several assessmentds~l state there were no basic
technology feasibility issues that need to be addressed. As an example an assessments by
the Molten Salt Group (headed by Ebasco semices and which included five major industrial
firms and fifteen utilities) concluded in 1971 that the molten salt technology which existed
at that time was sufficient to justify the construction of a molten salt reactor demonstration
plant. AEC/ATW technology development also can utilize rea.dts fkom the A~lerator
Production of Tritium (APT) program (for accelerator development) and separalkn results
from extensive pyroproccssing development that has ocarred at Argonne National
Laborato~.

The major technology and feasibility issues thereby relate to the particular desi~ of
the ABC/ATW syste,ms and the capability of the system to meet its objectivm. To address
these issues a multi-element technology development and demonstration pian is envisioned.
It is made up of several -mmponents:
● design of an ABC/ATW prototype;
● creation of a “proof-of-principle experiment at the Los Alamos Meson Physics Facility

which wcndd demonsbate accelerator-subtitical blanket coupling and operation;
● execution of key technology risk reduction expaiments in areaspertainingto the

blank- fuel chemistry, and materials; and
● a separations effort which would demonstrate approaches and components requirfi for

fuel-salt cleanup and preparation of feed materials which would go into an ABC/ATW
system.

An ABC/ATW technology development program is illustrated schematically in Figure
8. The areas Iisteal above would make up a first sttige Development and demonstration
program which would last on the order of six years. This phase would develop information
required t~ establish details of the expected performance of ABC/ATW system concepts
and would lay the groundwork for proceeding to the second phase aimed at design and
constmction of a prototype system, A prototype system could include operation of one of
the ABC/ATW targefilanket modules described earlier, Such a unit would operate at
significant thermal pow~ (several hundred megawetts) and would include all major auxiliaty
systems and components at relevant scales required for full plant operation. Destruction of
plutonium and/or transmutation of other long-lived wastes could begin during this
prototype development and operation phase. The third and final phase would center
around the building of additional modules required for operation of a complete ABC/ATW
system and would be followed by construction of follow-on systems
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The technology development and derncmtration first phase effort wcmld focus on
ABC/ATW areas that represent upcka or deptures from existing technology bases. A
primary difference in the ABC/ATW system andthe earlier Oak Ridge molten salt reactor
program is the use of fhels @ ABC/ATW) that cmtain primarily plutonium and heavy
atxinidcs. In contrasg the Oak Ridge system utilized a fud made up of large amounts of
thorium and uranium because of the program’s fbcus on cmmion of a thorium breeder
reactor. The use of plutonium leads to issues pertaining to materials SoIubility in the fuel
salt and chemical control of the salt. Other areaa include testing of propod second.arj
cooling salq handling of tritium in the ay~ matmials @w. mnce, and performmce
conditions when significant fractions of fission products are present in the system.
Ur&iying these areas, plus othem described h-is the need to reestablish the molten salt
technology base devdoped two decadea earlier. Eqxrfnental work in the areas described
here (plus others) wcndd continue beyond the first phase technology demonstration effbrt.

A principal focus of the first phase effort would be design, construction, and
operation of a “proof~f-principle” experiment performed using the LAMPF proton beam.
This beam has sufficient power (- 1 megawatt) to Jrive an experimental assembly having a
thermal power as high as 30 to 40 megawatts. In reality, the system would operate at a
lower power, around 5 megawatts, and would be designed to demonstrate opemtion of a
coupled accelerator-subcritical molten salt blanket system. This includes demonstration of
the molten metal target operation, handling of a significant amount of fbel salt (pumping
temperature control, flows, etc.), control of the subcriticality level of the system, opemtion
of key system component.1 such as pumps and heat exchangers, and performance
diagnostics. Figure 9 provides a conceptual layout for such a proof-of-principle
experiment,

A third impotiant area of the first phase of technology development and
demonstration would focus around design of a fill ABC/ATW system and the prototype
described above, A significant design base exists from the earlier Oak Ridge program but
this must be updated to incorporate more modem reactor design approaches, such as pool
type configurations, and must address modern safety and cmtainment reqiiirements.

The final emphasis area for the first phase of technology development and
demonstration is in the area of separations needed for fuel cleanup and feed material
preparation. Small-scale experiments wou!d be used to develop and demonstrate techniques
for electrochemical, filtration, or cold-trap removal of noble metal fission products. The
effon would also demonstrate techniques needed for removal of Ianthanides from the fuel
salt before it is returned to the system. Techniques that would be investigated would be
pyroprocessing,centrifugation, diwillation, and precipitation-based methods. Integral to
these effods is the overall specification of an integrated flowsheet for the system that
would be used to predict material flows, size components, and define expected separation
efficiencies, Finally, proposed techniques that are under development for preparation of
front-end fuel preparation (for example the pyrochemical-based approach under
development at Argonne) would be tested for applicability to the ABC/ATW system,

CONCLUSIONS

Material destruction systems embodied in the ABC/A’IW concepts show significant
promise for elimination of long-lived radionuclides that present environmental and/or
proliferation threats. Transmutatmn of such material could have significant impacts on
prclblem areus such as global plutonium management. Their destruction would also address
many issues facing long-term repository storage of high-level nuclear waste -- ones that
remain important aver the entire time perbd ror which tha waste is stored.
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The ADC/441W systems pmvkie features fw meeting these requirernent8 that are ❑ot
present in otiwr approaches. These include completeness (ability to aimultaneoualy
transmute actmides and fission pductmk qmraticmwith low-inv~ea while -hieving
high material destruction rates, robust safety charactdsticq ~d operationin modes
inherently r~stant to pdiferaticm ooncerus.

The mxlerator system coupled with ● mdtcn 4 fluid fiel pruvides a uniqudy
attractive wstem for destruc$icmof plutmium and *= waste materials. The fluid fbel
allows operation what coalitions for W cleauup are straigbtf’ and which can be
date with minimal waste .@reamprodwtion and potentially cheapr coats. The MXZlerator
adds the needed level of oontm required ftx a fluid fbel cmviromnentand ~du ~
neutrons that can be used to transmute fission prod- as wdl as to rdax operational
cawtraints present in a mdtrrialstransmutation~8tem.

The technology base for the ABC/A’IW system is extensive, with key tochnoiogy
development reds available from the Oak Ridge molten salt reactor program. With this
technology fmi ion t-iaiiablc, a tcchndogy dmdopment and demcmstrationdurt cadd
create an operational plutotype within a period of twenty yeara. This timelinc is
comparableto times evailable before the process of final disposal and disposition 3egins fcw
nuclear materials or spent reactor Fiel. Development of the ABC/ATW system would
provide the option wlwre key corrqments of long-lived, high-kvel nuclear waste are
destroyed, thus eliminating uncertainties that otherwise extend for thousands of years into
the futuIc.
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